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Abstract

High quality and large-sized Rb0.3MoO3 single crystals were synthesized by molten salt electrolysis method. X-ray diffraction

(XRD) patterns and rocking curves, as well as the white beam Laue diffraction of X-ray images show the crystals grown by this

method have high quality. The lattice constants evaluated from XRD patterns are a0 ¼ 1.87 nm, b0 ¼ 0.75 nm, c0 ¼ 1.00 nm,

b ¼ 118:83�: The in situ selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns along the ½101�; ½111� and ½103� zone axes at room

temperature indicate that the Rb0.3MoO3 crystal possess perfect C-centered symmetry. Temperature dependence of the resistivity

shows this compound undergoes a metal to semiconductor transition at 183K.

r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

During the past decades, much attention has been
paid to a class of quasi-one-dimensional oxides known
as the molybdenum blue bronzes with the generic
chemical form A0.3MoO3 (A ¼ K ; Rb, or Tl) [1–6].
The structure of these compounds consists of infinite
chains of distorted MoO6 octahedra with sharing
corners along the monoclinic [010] direction [1–3].
Owing to this highly anisotropic layered structure, blue
bronzes exhibit a charge-density-wave (CDW) instabil-
ity below a Peierls temperature Tp, which results in a
transition from metal to semiconductor behavior. If an
electric field is applied beyond a certain threshold field,
charge is transported with the sliding of the density
wave. This CDW transport leads to many interesting
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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phenomena such as strongly nonlinear conduction,
coherent current oscillations, and mode locking at
resonant frequencies [4–6].
Recently, van der Zant et al. [7–9] successfully

fabricated a thin-film of the oxide Rb0.3MoO3 by
pulsed-laser deposition (PLD). This makes the practical
device applications of CDW materials possible. How-
ever, because of the lower melting point for Rb2MoO4

and MoO3 as starting materials, it is difficult to prepare
high-quality polycrystalline single-phase Rb0.3MoO3

target-materials by conventional solid reaction method
under normal pressure. Therefore, high quality and
large-sized Rb0.3MoO3 single crystals are important and
necessary for the further investigation on the mechanism
of CDW transport and application, especially as target-
materials for the preparation of CDW films. Up to now,
there are two methods for A0.3MoO3 single crystal
growth: the gradient flux technique and the electrolytic
reduction method. Collins et al. [10], by means of the
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gradient flux technique, grew Tl0.3MoO3 single crystals
with Tl2MoO4, MoO3 and MoO2 as raw materials
(Ganne et al. also grew Tl0.9Mo6O17 by this method
[11]). Ghedira et al. [12] grew A0.3MoO3 single crystals
with A2MoO4 (A ¼ K ; Rb) and MoO3 as starting
materials by means of the electrolytic reduction method,
but no details were given. The typical dimensions of the
obtained single crystals for these two groups were
3� 1.5� 1mm3 by the gradient flux technique [10] and
5� 2� 1mm3 by the electrolytic reduction method [12],
respectively. In this paper, we report an improved
electrolytic reduction method by changing the starting
materials and the conditions of crystal growth.
Although the synthesis of the rubidium molybdenum
bronze by molten salt electrolysis is not new, we provide
details not heretofore published. Furthermore, the as-
synthesized Rb0.3MoO3 single crystals in this work have
large average size 10� 4� 3mm3 and high quality
determined by X-ray diffraction using the white beam
Laue diffraction and rocking techniques, as well as
electrical transport measurements.
2. Experiments

The crystal growth of rubidium blue bronze was
performed in an electrolytic cell shown in Fig. 1. The
melt was contained in a 100-mL high-purity alumina
crucible, which was seated in the bottom of the vertical
tubular furnace. The cathode was made of a 1.2mm dia.
platinum wire, and the anode was made of a
10� 10mm2 platinum plate. Both the cathode and
anode were placed in a long quartz tube and were
Fig. 1. Electrolytic cell for crystal growth of molybdenum bronzes.
centered in the tube with an inner cylindrical compart-
ment. The quartz tube with the platinum electrodes
could be raised or lowered into the crucible by a special
guide.
In Ref. [12], the molten salts were the mixtures of

Rb2CO4 and MoO3 with mole ratio 1:3.35. In this work,
we used Rb2CO3 and MoO3 as starting materials with
mole ration around 1:4.3. In a typical electrolysis run,
the sample charge (60–80 g) was intimately mixed and
placed in the crucible. The mixtures of Rb2CO3 and
MoO3 were reacted and melted in the crucible in a dry
atmosphere at 590 1C for 12 h. Then the temperature
was brought to a temperature slightly above the melting
point. The cathode and anode were lowered about
10mm below the melt surface, and the electrolysis
current was controlled between 20 and 40mA to pass
through the melt for 2–3 h. At the end of the process,
the quartz tubes and the electrodes were raised above
the melt and the blue crystals of molybdenum bronzes
were found on the cathode. They were recovered by
soaking them in hot dilute HCl. The process of crystal
growth can be repeated many times and can last more
than 12 days if the mixtures of the starting materials are
about 80 g in weight.
In a typical electrolysis run, the reaction process is

described by:

3Rb2CO3 þ 20MoO3 ! 20Rb0:3MoO3

þ 3CO2 " þ3=2O2 "

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a
D/Max-rA diffractometer using CuKa radiation. The
working voltage, current and time constant were 40 kV,
50mA and 0.2 s, respectively. For rocking curve
measurement, the working voltage and current were
40 kV and 10mA, respectively.
The in situ selected area electron diffraction (SAED)

observation was carried out in the JEOL JEM-2010
(HT) TEM at room temperature with thermionic
electron gun (Brightness 	5� 106A/cm2 sr) and high
tilt (HT) pole pieces.
The white beam Laue diffraction image using

differential-aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM) tech-
nique was taken at 34ID-E microdiffraction station in
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Labora-
tory. The beamsize of the X-ray microbeam is 	0.5 mm
diameter. The typical white beam energy range is
8–24 keV, which ensure that the X-rays have pass
through our small thickness of sample. An area detector
(CCD) is placed above sample to collect 7401 in 2y
angle.
Electrical resistivity was measured along the [010]

direction by a conventional four-probe configuration. A
gold film was vaporized on the two current terminals of
the sample to assure good quality of contact. Copper
wires were soldered to the gold film by silver paint to
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ensure the homogeneous injection of current. Ohmic
contacts to the crystals were obtained in such method.
The whole system was entirely controlled by a computer
and all the measurements were performed in 4He
cryostat over temperature from 250 to 74K.
Fig. 2. A large Rb0.3MoO3 single crystal with dimensions of

15� 5.5� 1.8mm3. The [010] direction is parallel to the arrow.
3. Results and discussion

The conditions and results of the electrolysis are
summarized in Table 1. The formation and crystal
growth were mainly dependent on the temperature, melt
composition and electrolysis current density. In these
systems, lower temperatures were found to improve
product yields, thus melt temperature was generally held
just above the solidification temperature. Large and
high-quality single crystals of blue bronze could be
obtained when the percentage of Rb2CO3 was between
18 and 20mol% and the temperature was controlled
between 570 and 590 1C. The typical size of rubidium
blue bronze grown in our experiments was a prism with
dimensions of 10� 4� 3mm3. The largest one we
obtained had dimensions of 15� 5.5� 1.8mm3 (Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of

Rb0.3MoO3 grown by this method. No trace of an
additional phase is found in XRD patterns in Fig. 3b,
indicating the formation of single phase of Rb0.3MoO3

(we only labeled part of the diffraction peaks according
to JCPDS-PDF-25-0733). Fig. 3a shows an XRD profile
taken for the surface perpendicular to the plotting
paper. All of diffraction peaks are assigned to be integer
multiples of 201 diffraction peak of the Rb0.3MoO3

phase, indicating this surface is the ð201Þ cleavage plane.
Fig. 3c shows a rocking curve for ð201Þ plane. The full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) is approximately 0.21
for 40 kV working voltage and 10mA current. The sharp
peak and smooth background indicate that the crystals
have high qualities. By the use of a C-centered unit cell
with b ¼ 118:83� (JCPDS-PDF-25-0733), the lattice
constants evaluated from XRD patterns are a0 ¼

1.87 nm, b0 ¼ 0.75 nm, c0 ¼ 1.00 nm, which are in good
agreement with those of Kohn et al. (a0 ¼ 1.863 nm,
b0 ¼ 0.755 nm, c0 ¼ 1.009 nm, b ¼ 118:842�) [13] and
Schutte et al. (a0 ¼ 1.853 nm, b0 ¼ 0.755 nm, c0 ¼

1.003 nm, b ¼ 118:52�) [14], as well as the result of
Ghedira et al. (a0 ¼ 1.636 nm, b0 ¼ 0.755 nm, c0 ¼
Table 1

Conditions of the crystal growth in this work

Composition (mol%) Temperature (1C) Curre

Rb2CO3 (18–20%) 570–590 20–40

MoO3 (82–80)

Rb2CO3 (23–24%) 590–610 20–30

MoO3 (77–76)
1.009 nm) [12] obtained by translating the C-centered
unit cell to an I-centered unit cell of equal volume with
b ¼ 93:87�:
Fig. 4 shows the white beam Laue diffraction of X-ray

images of the as-prepared Rb0.3MoO3 single crystal. The
sharpness of the Laue spots tells the quality of the
sample, and the constant local orientation tells that this
is a very good single crystal. We also made an energy
scan on one of the reflection (fixed incident beam
direction with changeable incident energy). This scan
could give the intensity as a function of d-spacing, which
is similar to the regular y� 2y scan (fixed energy with
changeable incident beam direction). This technique
provides o10�2 degrees angular resolution in local
orientation determination and o10�4 residual strain
precision.
The SAED patterns of Rb0.3MoO3 along the ½101�;

½111� and ½103� zone axes at room temperature are
shown in Fig. 5a–c. The patterns indicate that the
Rb0.3MoO3 crystal possesses perfect C-centered symme-
try. The reflections (111) in the ½101� SAED pattern and
(311) in ½103� pattern shown in Fig. 5a and c denote the
C-center symmetry.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of the

resistivity of Rb0.3MoO3 single crystal along [010]
direction. In order to make the transition temperature
clear, we use the logarithmic axis for resistivity. The
resistivity of Rb0.3MoO3 single crystal decreases linearly
with temperature decreasing from 250 to 183K, showing
a good metallic behavior. At 183K, a transition appears
and the resistivity begins to increase significantly with
nt (mA) Duration (h) Crystals obtained

2–3 Blue bronze

Rb0.3MoO3

2–3 Red bronze

Rb0.33MoO3
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Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns for as-synthesized Rb0.3MoO3 single

crystals. (a) Diffraction pattern for the cleaved surface perpendicular

to the growing axis. (b) Diffraction pattern for pulverized single

crystals. (c) The rocking curve for (201) surface. The working voltage

and current are 40 kV and 10mA, respectively.

Fig. 4. The white beam Laue diffraction images of Rb0.3MoO3 single

crystal.

Fig. 5. The SAED patterns of Rb0.3MoO3 recorded along different zo
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decreasing temperature from 183 to 74K. Regarding the
experimental error of temperature measurement in
different labs, our resistivity result is in agreement with
that of the previous reported (the transition tempera-
tures are 181, 183 and 180K for the three compounds
A0.3MoO3 (A ¼ K ; Rb, Tl), respectively) [10,15–17],
which indicate that the Peierls transition of blue bronzes
is not sensitive to the substitution of alkali metal ions
and Tl element.
In conclusion, we have provided a detailed report on

the growth of relatively large-sized Rb0.3MoO3 single
crystals by an improved molten salt electrolysis method.
XRD patterns and rocking curves, as well as the white
beam diffraction of X-ray images show the crystals
grown by this method have high quality. To date CDW
films of Rb0.3MoO3 grown by means of PLD have
utilized polycrystalline single-phase Rb0.3MoO3 targets.
One may expect the quality of the Rb0.3MoO3 thin-film
ne axis at the room temperature. (a) ½101� (b) ½111� and (c) ½103�:
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of as-prepared

Rb0.3MoO3 single crystal along [010] direction.
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would be better if these large-sized single crystals are
used to substitute for the polycrystalline targets.
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